For Students Entering 4th Grade Who Are Unable to Access IXL

Directions: Show ALL your work NEATLY in pencil. Attach
additional lined paper if needed. Read the directions carefully, watch
your signs, align properly, and check your work.
Name: ________________________________________

1. Write the number in Standard Form:
a. 2 hundreds 0 tens 6 ones __________________________________

b. 30,000 + 7,000 + 50 + 8 ____________________________________

c. twelve thousand, five hundred six _____________________________

d. 7 hundred thousands ______________________________________

2. Write the number in Word Form:

a.

56, 213 ________________________________________________

b. 101, 679 _______________________________________________

c.

67, 990 _______________________________________________

3. Compare. Write <, >, =.

a. 4,609 ___ 4, 613

b. 6,374 ___ 6, 347

c. $3.29 ___ $3.14

4. Write in order from least to greatest:

a.

7,997, 8,013, 7,943 _______________________________________

b. $893.20, $673.20, $893.30 _________________________________
5. Round to the nearest thousand or whole dollar:

a.

6,081 ___________ b. 8,765 ____________ c. $7.59 __________

6. What is the place and the value of the underlined digit:

a. 10, 582 _________________________________________________
b. 90,267 _________________________________________________
c. 45,999 _________________________________________________
d. 234,612 ________________________________________________

7. Align, Add, and Check:

a. $20.25 + $8.04=

b. 7425 + 1996=

c. 314 + 302 + 77=

b. $66.03 – 31.77 =

c. 2,554 – 1,768 =

8. Align, Subtract, and Check:

a.

4,007 – 2,158 =

9. One of Bella’s homework answers looked like this: 7,008 – 5,635 = 2633. What
error did she make? Find the correct answer.

10. On Monday, 235 students drank milk at lunch. On Tuesday, 251 students drank
milk, and on Wednesday, 247 students drank milk. How many students drank
milk altogether?

11. Find the missing number:

a. 18 = 3 x ____

b. 0 x 2 = ___ x 0

c. 3 x 5 = ___ x 3

12. Ana buys 3 favors for each of her seven guests. How many favors did she buy?

13. Allie received $25.00 from her Grandma. She also received $5.00 from each
of her three uncles. How much money did Ana receive?

14. Each of Maria’s 5 baskets has 4 flowers. Each of Kara’s 6 baskets has 3
flowers. Which girl has more flowers?

15. Write two Multiplication Facts and two Division Facts for each set of numbers.

a. 9, 9, 81

b. 4, 6, 24

c. 4, 8, 32

d. 6, 8, 48

16. Write the missing numbers.

a. 24, 32, ____, 48, 64, 80

b. 90, 81, 72, ___, 54, ___, ___, 27

17. Use a ruler to draw a 5 ½ inch line.

18. Using a ruler, measure the length and width of this sheet of paper.

19. Which unit is used to measure each: in., ft., yd., or mi.?

a. height of your Mom ___________

c. length of a crayon _________

b. length of a soccer field _______

d. Jacksonville to Orlando _____

20. Which unit is used to measure each: c., pt., qt., or gal.?

a. water in the bathtub_________

c. juice in a small container ____

c. milk at lunch ______________

d. water in a large vase _______

21. Which unit would you use to measure each: oz., lb., or T?

a.

feather _______________

c. soccer ball _________________

b. school bus _____________

d. a 4th Grader ________________

22. What time will it be in 15 minutes if it is now 3:30? ____________________

23. What time will it be in two hours if it is now 9:50? ____________________

24. What time will it be in 1 hour, 20 minutes? __________________________

25. Find the elapsed time.

a.

6:05 am – 6:25 am __________

b. 10:45 am – 1:30 pm _________

c. 4.20 pm – 9:20 pm ____________

d. 11:30 am – 1:00 pm ____________

26. Draw the following using a ruler.

a. Line

b. Ray

c. Line Segment

27. Using a ruler, draw a set of parallel lines.

28. Using a ruler, draw a set of perpendicular lines.

29. Using a ruler, draw a right triangle.

30. Using a ruler, draw an acute angle.

31. Using a ruler, draw an obtuse angle.

32. Sally has 29 stickers to share equally among 4 friends. How many stickers
will each person get? How many stickers will be left over?

33. How many groups of color markers can be made from a total of 38 markers?
How many will be left over?

34. Using a ruler, draw two different figures that have a perimeter of 24 cm.

35. If the perimeter of a square is 36 meters, what is the length of each side?

